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"basis that Article 7 was invoked. It should not be won-
dered at if Messrs. Clemencean, Lloyd George, and Wil-
son, no one of whom had been in Turkey, had believed
the exaggerated reports of disorders and had become
convinced that the Greek forces would easily conquer, if
need be, all of Asia Minor. *
< Whatever may have been the motives back of the
Smyrna landings, its significance for us lies in its effect
upon the young Nationalist Movement in Anatolia. Any-
one with any knowledge of the geographical hazards or
of the situation at the moment should have realized that
the throwing in of Greek troops into this important part
of Asia Minor would meet with probable disaster. It
was unfair to both Greeks and Turks. Naturally it made
a strong appeal to the Hellenes and also, though with
less effect, to the Greeks living under Turkish rule. Senti-
ment over the revival of Greek influence in the jEgean
was evoked and the traditions of the early Greek colonies
were revived. To the Greek invaders, the occupation
assumed the nature of a conquest; to the Turks, the ques-
prior knowledge whatever of the ominous occurrence. The writer can assert
without fear of contradiction that it was an exceedingly well-kept secret.
The landing was accompanied by excesses on the part of the Greek mili-
tary forces, in fact miscellaneous reports of damaging character were
circulated so freely that the Peace Conference sent distinguished repre-
sentatives to conduct an impartial inquiry. The findings, which appear
in part as Select Document 17, have never "been published officially. The
withholding of the report was due to a desire of the former British Premier
to protect M. Venizelos; in this respect, old-time diplomacy won the day.
Despite the numerous attempts made by interested parties in various coun-
tries to learn the facts regarding the underlying cause and the carrying
out of the Smyrna occupation, the facts have been consistently clouded.
That all has not been outright misrepresentation is evident from the fol-
lowing humorous debate in the House of Commons, May 26, 1919, as
officially printed:
Lieut.-Colonel Herbert asked if the Allies have landed at Smyrna in the
cause of self-determination or for the sake of self-interest?
Mr. Harmsworth: " Ihe landing at Smyrna was carried out by the direct
orders of the Supreme Council of the Peace Conference in accordance with
the terms of Article 7 of the conditions of the Armistice with Turkey."
Lieut.-Colonel Herbert: "Arising out of that answer, may I ask if it
is true that rabies have spread to Paris?"

